Maximal- and minimal-height distributions of fluctuating interfaces.
Maximal- and minimal-height distributions (MAHD, MIHD) of two-dimensional interfaces grown with the nonlinear equations of Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ, second order) and of Villain-Lai-Das Sarma (VLDS, fourth order) are shown to be different. Two universal curves may be MAHD or MIHD of each class depending on the sign of the relevant nonlinear term, which is confirmed by results of several lattice models in the KPZ and VLDS classes. The difference between MAHD and MIDH is connected with the asymmetry of the local height distribution. A simple, exactly solvable deposition-erosion model is introduced to illustrate this feature. The average extremal heights scale with the same exponent of the average roughness. In contrast to other correlated systems, generalized Gumbel distributions do not fit those MAHD and MIHD, nor those of Edwards-Wilkinson growth.